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REGULAR SEMIGROUPS WHOSE IDEMPOTENTS
SATISFY PERMUTATION IDENTITIES

MIYUKI YAMADA

This paper is concerned with a certain class of regular
semigroups. It is well-known that a regular semigroup in
which the set of idempotents satisfies commutativity xxx2 =
x2xi is an inverse semigroup firstly introduced by V. V. Vagner,
and the structure of inverse semigroups was clarified by A. E.
Liber, W. D. Munn, G. B. Preston and V. V. Vagner, etc.
By a generalized inverse semigroup is meant a regular semi-
group in which the set of idempotents satisfies a permutation
identity xxxz xn = xPlxP2 xPn (where (pl9 pZf , pn) is a
nontrivial permutation of (1,2, —-,ri)). N. Kimura and the
author proved in a previous paper that any band B satisfying
a permutation identity satisfies normality x^XzX^ = XiXzXzX^.
Such a B is called a normal band, and the structure of normal
bands was completely determined. In this paper, first a
structure theorem for generalized inverse semigroups is es-
tablished. Next, as a special case, it is proved that a regular
semigroup is isomorphic to the spined product (a special sub-
direct product) of a normal band and a commutative regular
semigroup if and only if it satisfies a permutation identity.
The problem of classifying all permutation identities on regular
semigroups into equivalence classes is also solved. Finally,
some theorems are given to clarify the mutual relations
between several conditions on semigroups. In particular, it
is proved that an inverse semigroup satisfying a permutation
identity is necessarily commutative.

A semigroup S is called regular if it satisfies the following:

(1.1) For any element a of S, there exists an element α* such that
aa*a = a .

A semigroup G admitting relative inverses introduced by Clifford [1],
i.e., a semigroup G satisfying the following condition (1.2) is clearly
regular:

(1.2) For any element a of G, there exists an element a* such that
a*a = aa* and aa*a = a .

However, the converse is not true. It is well-known that a semigroup
is a semigroup admitting relative inverses if and only if it is a union
of groups. Consider the symmetric inverse semigroup on the set {1, 2}
(for definition, see [3], p. 29). Then this semigroup is regular but
not a union of groups.
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Next, we define a (polynomial) identity as follows: Let X =
{xί9 x2, , xn} be a set in which each element xt is called a variable.
Let WΊiXί, x2, , #Λ) and W2(xlί x2, , a?n) be two words consisting
of elements of X (each of W^x^ x2, , xn) and W2(ffi» #2,

 # > #Λ)
need not contain all letters xl9 x2, , xn). Then the pair of the two
words Wλ(xu x2, , #w) and W2(x19 x2, , &w) is called an identity in
the variables xu x2, , xn and is usually written in the form

(1.3) W^x,, x2, , xn) = W2(xu x2, , xn) .

By a permutation identity in the variables xu x2y , xn, we shall
mean an identity

(1.4) xλx2 xn = xPjXp2 ^p % ,

where (ply p2, , pw) is a nontrivial permutation of (1, 2, , n).
For example, the identities

(C) commutativity xxx2 = x2xλ\ (L.N) left normality xλx2x3 = x1x3x2;
(R.N) right normality x^2x3 = ^^^s; and (iV) normality ^̂ 2X3̂ 4 =

JO^ JO 2^2 4

are all permutation identities, while each of the identities

(L.S) left singularity xλx2 = xx\ (R.S) right singularity xxx2 = x2;
and (i2) rectangularity x^x^ = xxxz

is not a permutation identity.
If a subset ikί of a semigroup (? satisfies the following condition

(1.5), then we shall say that M satisfies the identity (1.3) (in G):

(1.5) For any mapping φ of X into Λf, the equality ^(^(^O, φ(^2), ,

φ(xn)) = Wiiφixj), <p(x2), -,φ(Xn)) holds in G .

For example, a regular semigroup in which the set of idempotents
satisfies commutativity is an inverse semigroup firstly introduced by
Vagner [9] under the term "generalized group" (see also [3], p. 25),
and the structure of inverse semigroups was clarified by Preston [6]
and [7]. A band (i.e., an idempotent semigroup) satisfying the identity
(C), (L.S), (R.S), (R), (L.N), (R.N) or (N) is called a semilattice,
left singular band, right singular band, rectangular band, left normal
band, right normal band or normal band respectively, and the structure
of these bands is completely determined by Kimura [4], McLean [5],
Kimura and the author [17] and the author [12].

Now, we define an inversive semigroup as follows: A semigroup
G is called inversive if it satisfies the condition (1.2) and the following:

(1.6) The set I of all idempotents of G is a subsemigroup of G .
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Of course, it is obvious that the set of idempotents of an inversive
semigroup is a band. A semigroup satisfying the condition (1.2) is
not necessarily a semigroup satisfying the condition (1.6). For example,
a completely simple semigroup (for definition, see [3], p. 76) is a union
of groups and hence is a semigroup satisfying the condition (1.2), but
not necessarily a semigroup satisfying the condition (1.6). However,
it should be noted that for commutative semigroups the condition (1.1)
implies both the conditions (1.2) and (1.6) (hence, of course, the
condition (1.2) implies the condition (1.6)). In other words, a commutative
regular semigroup is inversive. Clifford [1] and the author [11]
completely determined the structure of commutative regular semigroups
and gave an explicit description of a method of constructing all possible
commutative regular semigroups. It should be also noted that a
noncommutative band (for example, a left singular band) is inversive
but not an inverse semigroup. Now, each of an inverse semigroup, a
commutative regular semigroup and a [left, right] normal band is of
course a regular semigroup in which the set of idempotents satisfies
a permutation identity. By a generalized inverse semigroup, hereafter
we shall mean a regular semigroup in which the set of idempotents
satisfies a permutation identity. Special kinds of generalized inverse
semigroups have been studied by many papers, but no general structure
theorem for generalized inverse semigroups has been established so
far as we know. In the following sections we shall study generalized
inverse semigroups, and establish a structure theorem for these semi-
groups and also present some relevant matters. Any notation and
terminology should be referred to [3], unless otherwise stated.

2* Generalized inverse semigroups* Let S be a regular semi-
group. Then for each element a of S, there exists an element α* such
that aa*a — a and a*aa* — α* (see [3], p. 27). Such an element α*
is called an inverse of a. For a given element a of S, an inverse of
a is not necessarily unique. An inverse of a is unique for every
element a of S if and only if S is an inverse semigroup (see [3], p.
28). In this case, we shall denote the inverse of a by α"1. At first
we shall show several lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let S be a regular semigroup in which the set B of
idempotents is a normal band. Then for any elements a,b of S and
for any elements e, f of B, aefb = afeb.

Proof. Let α*, δ* be inverses of a, b respectively. Then, a*a and
δδ* are idempotents. Hence,

aefb = α((α*α)e/(δδ*))δ = α((α*α)/e(δδ*))δ = (αα*α)/e(δδ*δ) = afeb .
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LEMMA 2. (1) If a regular semigroup S satisfies the following
condition (2.1), then the set of idempotents of S is a band:

(2.1) For any elements a,b of S and for any inverses a* of a and
6* of δ, the element 6*α* is an inverse of ah .

(2) If the set of idempotents of a regular semigroup S is a
normal band, then S satisfies the condition (2.1).

Proof. (1) Let e, f be idempotents of S. Since e, /a re inverses
of e, / themselves respectively, by the assumption the element fe is
an inverse of ef. Hence, efef = effeef = ef. That is, ef is an idem-
potent. Therefore, the set of idempotents of S is a subsemigroup of
S.

(2) Let a, b be elements of S, and α*, 6* inverses of a, b res-
pectively. Then, aa*, a*a, 66*, 6*6 are idempotents of S>. Since the
set B of idempotents of S is a normal band, it follows from Lemma
1 that abb*a*ab = aa*abb*b = αδ and b*a*abb*a* = δ*66*α*αα* = δ*α*.
Hence δ*α* is an inverse of αδ.

LEMMA 3. // the set B of idempotents of a regular semigroup
S satisfies a permutation identity, then B is a normal band.

Proof. Let S be a regular semigroup in which the set B of
idempotents satisfies a permutation identity

(2.2) xλx2 xn = xPjXp2 xPn .

Since (p19 p2, , pn) is a nontrivial permutation of (1, 2, , n), there
exists j such that py Φ j and Pi — i for all i < j. Let py = s and
j = pk. Then, clearly s > i (i, s might be 1, n respectively). There-
fore, (2.2) has a form

XtX2 Xj_ιXj Xs Xn = XPiXP2 Mpj^jttpj * " * %pk " %pn

At first, we prove that B is a band. Let e, / be elements of B.
Consider the mapping φ:{xlf x2, , xn} —* B such that 9?(ί»t) = e for
1 ^ ί ^ i and 9>(a?t) = / for j + 1 ̂  ί ^ w. Then, φ{x^φ(x2) φ{xn) =
φ(%Pl)φ(%p2) <p(%pn) becomes ef = efef, ef = /e/, e/ = efe or e/ = /e.
If ef = efe or ef = fef, then e/ = efef. Therefore, in all cases ef is
an idempotent. Hence, B is a band. Since B satisfies the permutation
identity (2.2), B is normal (see [12] or [17]).

The following is a special case of a theorem given by Clifford [1]
(see also McLean [5]):

For any band B, there exist a semilattice Γ and a collection of
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rectangular bands, {By: y e Γ), such that
(1) B = U{By:reΓ},
( 2) Ba n Bβ = D f or a Φ β and
( 3 ) BaBβ c Baβ for all a,βeΓ.

Further such a decomposition of B is unique. Accordingly Γ is unique
up to isomorphism, and so are the By's.

The Γ above is called the structure semilattίce of B, and By is
called the y-kernel of B. Further, this decomposition is called the
structure decomposition of B, and denoted by B ~ J^{By:jeΓ}.

Now it can be proved that a band B is normal if and only if it
satisfies the identity xyzx = xzyx or xyxzx = xzxyx. The "only if"
part is obvious. Assume that B satisfies the identity xyxzx — xzxyx.
Let B ~ X {By: jeΓ} be the structure decomposition of B. Take
elements e, f, h from J3, and suppose that e e Ba, fe Bβ and h e By.
Since B satisfies the identity xyxzx — xzxyx, we have e(fhf)e(hfh)e =
e(hfh)e(fhf)e. Since efhfe, ehf, fhe e Baβy and since Baβy is rect-
angular,

e(fhf)e(hfh)e = efhfe(ehf)fhe = e(fhfef)he = e(fefhf)he = efhe .

Similarly, we have e(hfh)e(fhf)e = ehfe. Hence, efhe = ehfe for any
elements β, /, h of B. Thus, B satisfies the identity xyzx = xzyx.
Take any elements α, 6, c, d from B, and suppose that ae Ba,be Bβ,
c G i?γ, cί G i?δ. Then, αδcd = abcabcd = acbabcd — acbbacd = acbacd =

acbacddbacd = acbdacdbacd = acbdacdbbacd = acbdacdbacbd. Since αcM

and αcdδ are contained in the same kernel BaβyS and since Baβy8 is
rectangular, acbdacdbacbd = acbdacbd = acbd. Hence, abed = acbd.
This means that B is normal.

LEMMA 4. Let S be a regular semigroup in which the set B of
idempotents is a band.

(1) If B is a normal band, then the intersection aS Π Sb ( = aSb)
of a principal right ideal aS and a principal left ideal Sb is a
subsemigroup in which any two of the idempotents commute. In
particular, eSe is an inverse semigroup for any idempotent e of S.

(2) // every efe, where e, f are elements of B, has precisely
one inverse in eSe, then B is a normal band.

Proof. (1) Let xeaS Γ\ Sb. Then, there exist .a?!, x2 such that
x = axx and x = x2b. Let α*, 6* be inverses of a, b respectively. Then,
aa*x — aa*ax± — ax± = x and xb*b = x2bb*b — x2b — x. Hence, x =

aa*xb*b G aSb. Since aSb c aS Π Sb is obvious, we obtain aS Π Sb —
aSb. Let aa* — e and 6*6 = /. Then, e and / are idempotents and
aSb — eSf. Let egf and ehf be any two idempotents of eSf. Then
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egfehf = e(egf)(ehf)f = e(ehf)(egf)f = ehfegf. Hence, any two idem-
potents of aSb commute. Next, we prove that eSe is an inverse semi-
group for an idempotent e of S. Let exe be an element of eSe, and x*
an inverse of x in S. Then, x*exx*ex = x*xx*eex = x*eα; since xx* is
an idempotent and since B is normal. Hence, x*ex is an idempotent.
Now, exeex*βexe = e(xβx*)exe = ee(xex*)xe = exe(x*x)e = exx*xe = exe.
Hence eSe is a regular semigroup. Since eSe is a regular semigroup
in which any two idempotents commute, it is an inverse semigroup
(see [3], p. 28).

( 2 ) Let B ~ 2 {By: y e Γ} be the structure decomposition of B.
Take elements e, f, h from B, and suppose that ee Ba, fe Bβ and h e By.
Then both the elements efhe and ehfe are contained in Baβy. Since
i?α/5y is rectangular, efheehfeefhe = efhe and ehfeefheehfe = ehfe, that
is, eΛ/e is an inverse of efhe. Since efhe is an idempotent, efhe itself
is an inverse of efhe. Hence efhe = ehfe follows from our assumption
that efhe has precisely one inverse in eSe.

THEOREM 1. The following five conditions on a regular semigroup
S are equivalent:

(1) S is a generalized inverse semigroup;
(2) The set of idempotents of S is a normal band;
( 3) The set of idempotents of S is a band, and the intersection

aS ΓΊ Sb (= aSb) of a principal right ideal aS and a principal left
ideal Sb is a subsemigroup in which any two of the idempotents
commute;

( 4 ) The set of idempotents of S is a band, and eSe is an inverse
subsemigroup for any idempotent e of S;

(5) S satisfies the condition (2.1). Further every efe, where
e, f are idempotents of S, has precisely one inverse in eSe.

Proof. By Lemma 3, clearly (1) is equivalent to (2). Further,
by Lemma 4, (2) implies (3) and (4). Conversely, suppose that S
satisfies (3). Let B be the set of idempotents of S, and e,f,h any
elements of B. Then since efe and ehe are elements of eSe and since
any two of the idempotents of eSe commute, we have efeehe = eheefe,
that is, efehe = ehefe. Hence B is normal. Similarly, we can prove
that (4) implies (2). Next, suppose that S satisfies (2). By (2) of
Lemma 2, S satisfies the condition (2.1). Since S satisfies (2), it
satisfies also (4). Hence, eSe is an inverse semigroup for any idem-
potent e of S. Let / be any idempotent of S. Since eSe is an inverse
semigroup and since efe is an element of eSe, the element efe has
precisely one inverse in eSe. Thus, (2) implies (5). Conversely, let
S satisfy (5). It follows from (1) of Lemma 2 that the set B of
idempotents of S is a band. Hence by (2) of Lemma 4, B is a normal
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band. Therefore, (5) implies (2).

Next, we shall present a structure theorem for generalized inverse
semigroups. At first, we introduce the concept of a quasi-direct
product: Let Ω be an inverse semigroup, and Γ the set of idempotents
of Ω. Then Γ is a commutative idempotent subsemigroup, i.e., a
semilattice contained in Ω. Hereafter, we shall call Γ the basic
semilattice of Ω. Let L and R be a left normal band and a right
normal band, having structure decompositions L ~ 2 {Ly: jeΓ} and
R ~ Σ {̂ 7 7 G /"} respectively. In this case, each Ly is a left singular
band and each Ey is a right singular band (see [12] and [17]). Let
S = {(β, f, / ) : <? e Ω, e e Lξξ-i, fe -Be-iJ, and define multiplication o in S
as follows:

(e, ξ, f) ° (0, 37, h) = (eu, ξη, vh) ,

where u e Z/ί7?(f77)-i and v e Riζv)-iζΎ]. Such multiplication o is well-defined.
In fact:

eu e eLζΎ)(ζΎ])-i c Lςξ-iLζηiξη)-i c L^-i f ϊ77?-i f-i = Lζ7iη-iζ-i = Lζη{ξη)-i

and

vA 6 R{ζη)-iζ7]h c Ryj-iξ-iξyjRyj-iyj c JS^~ i f - if,,, - 1 , = ^ - ^ - l ^ = R{ζγ))-iζy} .

Hence, (e%, ί̂ , vh) e S. Let ̂  e LζΎl{ζη)-i and ̂  e R(ξη)-iξv. Since eu and
e^i are contained in LζΎ]{ξη)-i, Lζη{ζ7])-i is left singular and L is left
normal, we have eu = eueu± = eeu±u = euλu — eul9 Similarly, we have
vji — vh. Hence (eu, ξη, vh) = (euu ζη, vji), that is, (e, ζ, f) o (g, η, h)
is uniquely determined by (e,ξ,f) and (g,η,h).

Now by simple calculation we can easily prove the following lemma:

LEMMA 5. The resulting system S(o) is a regular semigroup in
which the set of idempotents is a normal band. Hence, S(°) is a
generalized inverse semigroup.

Proof. At first, we shall show that S(<>) satisfies the associative
law and hence is a semigroup. Let (e, f, /) , (g,τj, h) and (ί,p,j) be
elements of S(o). Then,

{(e, ί, /) ° (9, V, h)} o (i, p, j) = (eu, ξη, vh) o (i, p, j) = (euw, ξrjp, xj) ,

where u e Lξη{ζη)-i, v e R{ξη)-iξη, w e L{ζΎ]P){ζηp)-i and x e RlξηP)-iξηp. Since L
is left normal, euw = e(uw)w = ew(uw). Further,

ew e Lςξ-iL L Z

and
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Since Lζϊ]p{ξy]P)-i is left singular, euw = (ew)(uw) — ew. Hence,

{(β, f, /) ° (<?, ̂ 7, λ)} o (i, p, i) = (ew, ξηp, xj) .

On the other hand,

(β, ξ, f) o {(0,97, h) o (i, p, j)} = (e, ξ, f) o (gk, Tjp, sj) = (ew, ζηp, xsj) ,

where k e Lvp{r]P)-i and s e R{rιP)-\p. By the same method used above,
we can easily prove that xsj = xj. Hence,

(e, £, /) ° {(9, V, h) ° (^ P, 3)} = (βw, f^, αtf) = {(β, f, /) o (g, rj, h)} o (ΐ, /o, i) .

Thus S(o) is a semigroup. Take (e,ξ,f) and (g,ξ'\h) from S(o).
Then,

(β, f, /) o (g, ζ~\ h) o (e, ξ, f) == (βί, fί-1!, nf) ,

where ί e Lξζ-iξ{ξξ-iζ)-i — Lξζ-i and π e RUξ-ιξ)~iξζ-ιζ — Rζ-iζ. Since e, te

Lςς-i, n, fe Rξ-iξ and since Lξξ-i, Rς-iξ are left singular and right singu-
lar respectively, it follows that et = e and π / = /. Therefore,

This means that S(°) is a regular semigroup. Next, we prove that
the set B of idempotents of S(°) is a normal band. If (β, f, /) is an
element of B, then (e, ί, /) = (β, f, /) o (e, ζ, f) = (βu, f2, v/), where
w G Lf2(e2)-i and v G R^-ψ. Hence f = f2. Conversely, let ξ be an
idempotent of Ω and e, / elements of Lξξ-i( = Lξ) and Rξ~iζ( = Rζ) res-
pectively. Then (e, ί, /) o (β, ί, /) = (eu, ί, v/), where ^ e Lξζ-ι( = Lζ)
and v G Rξ-iξ( = Rξ). Since e,ueLξ and v,feRζ, we have eu = β and
*/ = /. Therefore (e, ξ, f) <> (β, ζ, f) = (β, f, / ) , that is, (β, ξ, f) is an
idempotent of £>(<>). Hence, 5 = {(0, f, / ) : £ e Γ, e e Lξ, fe Rξ}. It is
obvious that B is a band. Take three elements (βj., ξu / x ), (e2, ξ2, f2)
and (β3, f8, /3) from £ . Since i" is a semilattice, we have

f 3, / 8 ) ° (βi, f 1, /1) = (eLu, ζiί2ς3

l) = (eu ξu /l) ° (03, f3, / 3 ) ° (β2, f2, / 2 ) ° (^1, fl, /l) ,

where tteL¥M( = L W l ) and veRtlWl( = RhWl). This means that
^ is normal.

We shall call £(°) in Lemma 5 the quasi-direct product of L, Ω
and R with respect to Γ, and denote it by Q(L(& Ω ® R; Γ). Now,
let S be a generalized inverse semigroup and let B be the normal band
consisting of all idempotents of S. Let B ~ 2 {J3γ: γ e Γ } be the
structure decomposition of B.
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Let us define a relation S on S as follows:

(2.3) x&y if and only if j ^ ^ e S and x* is an inverse of x]

— {?/*: y* e S and y* is an inverse of y] .

Then ® is a congruence on S. In fact: © is clearly an equivalence
relation on S. Suppose that x&y and c is an element of S. Suppose
also that t is an inverse of ex. Let a;* be an inverse of x. Since
x%y, x* is also an inverse of y. Therefore, yx*y = y, x*yx* = £* and
each of the elements yx*, x*y, xx* and x*x is an idempotent. Now,

cxtcx = cxx*xtcxx*x = cxx*yx*xtcxx*yx*x = cyx*xx%xtcyx*xx*x

= cyx*xtcyx*x — cyx*yx*xtcyx*x — cyx*xx*ytcyx*x — cytcyx*x .

Since cxtcx = ex, cytcyx*x — ex. Hence,

cytey = cytcyx*xx*y — cxx*y — cxx*yx*y — cyx*xx*y — cy .

Further,

teyt = tcyx*yt = tcyx*xx*yt = tcxx*yx*yt = tcxx*yt

= tcxx*xx*yt = tcxx*yx*xt = text = t .

Hence, t is an inverse of ey. Similarly, any inverse of cy is also an
inverse of ex. This means that cx&cy. By the same method, we
can prove that x&y implies xc&yc for any element c of S. That is,
® is a congruence on S.

Next, consider the restriction ®5 of © to B. Let β, /be elements
of B. It is clear that e®g/ implies e/β = e and /β/ = /. Conversely,
suppose that efe = e and fef = /. For any inverse /* of /, ef*e =
efef*efe = eeff*fβe (by Lemma 1) = β/β = β and /*e/* = f*efef* =
f*efffef* = f*fefeff* (by Lemma 1) = /*///* - /*//* = /*. Hence,
/* is also an inverse of e. Similarly, any inverse of e is also an
inverse of /. Hence e©B/. Thus for any e, fe B, β®^/ if and only
if β/β = β and fef = f. This means that ©* gives the structure
decomposition of B and that the factor semigroup B/&B of B mod ®B

is {By: yeΓ} (hence of course, ί?/®^ is a semilattice such that, for
any a, β e Γ, Ba-Bβ = 5α β, where is multiplication in B/^B; see [1],
[5] and [12]). We also define relations 9ΐ, 8 on B as follows:

(2.4) eϊRf if and only if ef = f and fe = e.

(2.5) βS/ if and only if ef = e and fe = f.

Then 3ΐ and 8 are clearly congruences on B satisfying 9ΐ, 8 <g ©5, and
the factor semigroups J5/SH, 5/8 are bands, having £f/3l — 2 {By/Ry: By e

and J5/8 — ̂  {̂ γ/8γ: Bγ e £/®B} as their structure decompositions
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respectively, where 9ΪV and 2y are the restrictions of 3ΐ and 2 to the
7-kernel By of B.

By using these results, we obtain the following

LEMMA 6. Let S he a generalized inverse semigroup, and B the
normal band consisting of all idempotents of S. Let i? ~ Σ {By: 7 e Γ)
be the structure decomposition of B. Let 35, 3ΐ and 2 be the congru-
ences defined by (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) respectively. Let 355 be the
restriction of 35 to B, and for any 7 of Γ let 3ΐy and 2y be the
restrictions of 3ΐ and 2 to the y-kernel By of B respectively. Then,

(1) S/35 is an inverse semigroup having B/^B ( = {By: ye Γ})
as its basic semilattice, and B/?ft and Bβ are a left normal band
and a right normal band, having j?/3ΐ ~ J] {By/

(3iy: By e B/^)B} and
Bβ ~ 2J {Byβy: By e i?/© }̂ as their structure decompositions; and

( 2 ) S is isomorphic to the quasi-direct product Q(B/?ft (g) S/35 0
J5/S;

Proof. (1) Let x denote the congruence class containing x
mod 35, and let e, e denote the congruence classes containing e mod
3ΐ, 8 respectively. At first, we prove that S/35 is an inverse semigroup
and has B/^B as its basic semilattice. Let a be an element of S,
and α* an inverse of a. Then, aa*a — aa*a = a. Hence S/35 is a
regular semigroup. Suppose that x is an idempotent of S/35. Then
x2- = x, that is, $235x. Let x* be an inverse of x. Then x*x2x* = x*,
and hence xx*xxx*x = xx*x, that is, x2 = x. Therefore, x is an
idempotent of S. Conversely, x is an idempotent if x is an idempotent.
Hence, it follows that the set of idempotents of S/35 is B/^ =
{By:jeΓ}. Since B/^ is a semilattice, S/35 is an inverse semigroup
and has B/^ as its basic semilattice. Next, we prove that B/ίR is
a left normal band having J5/3Ϊ — 2 {By/$ϊy: By e B/^)B} as its structure
decomposition. As was shown above, B/ΰϊ is a band having B/ίR ~
X {By/?fiy: By e JB/35 }̂ as its structure decomposition. Let e, f, h be
elements of B/1R. efhehf — efehf = ehf and ehfefh — ehefh — efh.

Hence efKRehf, and hence efh = efh = ehf = ehf. This means that
B/ΪR is left normal. Similarly, we can prove that B/2 is a right normal
band having {By/2y: By e S/35̂ } as its structure decomposition.

(2) Since the basic semilattice of S/35 is B/^S)B and since each
of the structure semilattices of J5/3Ϊ and Bβ is J?/35Λ, we can consider
the quasi-direct product Q(.B/3ft<g) S/35 (g) Bβ; B/<S)B). Now, define a
mapping ψ:S-> Q(B/ΪΛ (g) S/35 (g) Bβ; B/®B) as follows:

ψ(x) = (xx*, x, x*x) ,

where x* is an inverse of x.
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This mapping ψ is well-defined. It can be proved as follows:
Let x* be an inverse of x. Then x* is the inverse of x in the inverse
semigroup S>/5>, and accordingly xx*, x*x are elements of B/S)B. Let
xx* = Bξ and x*x = Bv. Since 9ΐ ̂  ®* and S ^ ©*, it follows that

xx* e Bξl% and x*x e BJ8V. Therefore, (xx*, x, x*x) e Q(B/ϋt (g) S/S) <g)

JB/S; BJ&JB). Next, let #?, α# be inverses of x. Then xx* — $x2* and

#*# = χ*χ. Hence ψ(x) is uniquely determined for every x of S, that

is, air is a mapping of S to Q(.B/9t(g) S/S) (g) J5/2; JB/SJJ. Take any

element (e, sc, /) from Q(JB/3t (g) S/® (g) B/8; B/S)5). Let x* be an inverse

of x, and let xx* = JB^ and x*x = 5^. Since eeBξ/ίftξ and feBvβη,
it follows that β, α;̂ * e 5 e and /, x*x e Bη. exf =
α;^*^^*^ = x. Since fx*e is an inverse of exf, we have

exffx*e = exfx*e — exx*xfx*xx*e = exx*xx*xx*e = exx*e = g'.

Hence, (exf)(exf)* — g'for any inverse (exf)* of e#/. Similarly, we can

prove that (exf)*(exf) = /'for any inverse (exf)* of ea?/# Therefore,

ψ(βa?/) = ((5?Keί3r)*,lίΛ ^fTie^f)) = (β, ά, /) .

This means that α/r is onto. Next, suppose that (##*, », ί* ί) = (yy*, y,

y*y). Since a x* = yy*, χ*x = ?/*?/ and δ? = ̂ , we have yy*xx* = xx*,
x*xy*y — x*x and y*xy* = y*. Hence,

x = xx*x — (yy*xx*)x = yy*x(x*x) = yy*x(x*xy*y) — yy*(xx*x)y*y

= y(y*χy*)y = 2/2/*2/ = 2/.

This means that α/r is one-to-one. Finally, ψ(a?2/) = ((a?2/)(a?2/)*,
where (a;^)* is an inverse of xy. Since 2/*#*, where y* and £* are
inverses of y and a? respectively, is an inverse of xy, we have

((χy)(χy)*, xy, (χy)*(χy)) = (%yy*%*, xy, y*χ*χy)

= (xx*xyy*x*9 xy, y*x*xyy*y)

Hence, α/r is an isomorphism of S onto Q(S/9ΐ0 S / ® 0 B/S; B/S)B).

Summarizing Lemmas 5 and 6, we obtain the following theorem:

THEOREM 2. A semigroup is a generalized inverse semigroup if
and only if it is isomorphic to the quasi-direct product of a left
normal band, an inverse semigroup and a right normal band.
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3* A structure theorem for iV-inversive semigroups* As a

special case of the § 2, in this section we shall study the structure of
regular semigroups satisfying permutation identities.

Let S be a regular semigroup satisfying a permutation identity

(o.l) XjX2 Xn = XP;Xp2 XPn .

There exists j such that po Φ j and p{ = i for all ΐ < j . Let py = s
and i = pΛ. Then, clearly s > j (j, s might be 1, n respectively).

At first, we have:

LEMMA 7. S is an inversive semigroup in which the set of
idempotents is a normal band.

Proof It follows from Lemma 3 that the set of idempotents of
S is a normal band. Let α* be an inverse of an element a of S.
Put αα* = e and a*a — /. Then, e and / are idempotents. We put
α* and a to the places xs and xs^ of (3.1) respectively, and e to the
other places xim Then, eXjX2 x3- xs xne becomes eαα*β and
exPlXp2 Xp} αŝ  xPne becomes ea*ae or ea*eae. Since both
ea*ae and ea*eae are equal to e/β, we have β = efe. Similarly, if we
put a and α* to the places xs and ̂ s_x and / to the other places xiy

then we have fef = f. Let ea*f = a?. Then,

αα; = a(ea*f) = (af)e(fa*)f = a(fef)a*f = afa*f = αα*/ = e/,

= e(a*e)f(ea) = ea*(efe)a = eα*eα = eα*α = e/

and αxα = a(ea*f)a — efa = ef(ea) = (efe)a — ea — a. Hence, S is in-
versive.

Let G be an inversive semigroup. For any element x of G, there
exists an element z such that #2 = zx and O CT = x. Further, we can
prove that there exists one and only one element y such that xy = yx,
xyx = x and yxy = y. In fact: Let y = xzz. Then, xy = x(xzz) =
xzxz = xz, yx = (xzz)x = xzxz = xz, xyx = xzx = α; and 7/x?/ == (xzz)xz =
xzxzz = α;^ — T/. Next, suppose that there exists another element w
such that xw = wx, xwx — x and w#w = w. Then, xy — (xwx)y =

= w(xyx) = wx = a w, and hence ?/ = τ/xτ/ = yxw = xyw — xww =
= w. Therefore, such an element y is unique. This y is called

the strict inverse of a?, and is denoted by x'.
For an inversive semigroup M in which the set N of idempotents

is a normal band, we have the following lemmas:

LEMMA 8. If xxf = e and if f is an idempotent such that f ^ e
(i.e., fe = ef= f), then fx = xf.
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Proof. Let fx{fx)f = u and xf(xfY = v. Then fu — u,ue = eu = u,
vf = v and ev = ve — v. Now, by using the normality of N, we have
fx = fxu = fxefue = fxeufe = fxf and xf — vxf = evfexf = efvexf =
/a?/. Hence /α? - a?/.

LEMMA 9. //αα' = e αraZ 66' = /, then (αδ)' == eb'a'fand (αδ)(αδ)' =

Proo/.

ab{eb'a'f) = abfefVa'f = afefWa'f = aefefea'f

= efefeaa'f = efefef = ef

(eb'aff)ab — ebfarefeab — eb'a'aefeb — eVfefefb

= eVbfefef = efefef = ef

ab{eb'a'f)ab = e/α6 = β/βα6 = αe/βδ = aefefb = aefb = ab

and

(eb'a'f)ab(eVa'f) = ef(eVa'f) - efefb'a'f =efb'a'f = eb'a'f.

Hence, (αδ)' = eδ'α'/ and (αδ)(αδ)' - e/.

LEMMA 10. Lei S be a regular semigroup satisfying a permu-
tation identity. Then xy = eyxf for any elements x, y of S, where
%%' = e and yyf — f.

Proof. Let S satisfy the above-mentioned identity (3.1). Putting
x and y to the places x3- and xp of (3.1) respectively and ef to the
other places, efXjX2 Xj^Xj xs xnef becomes efxyef or efxefyef
while efxPίxP2 xPj_χxP5 a?Pjfc ^ P % β/ becomes efyxef or efyefxef.
Since efxefyef = efxyef = #2/ follows from Lemma 8 and since

= efyxef = eyxf,

we have 82/ =

Now, we shall define some special inversive semigroups. Let G
be an inversive semigroup and / the set of idempotents of G. Then
G is said to be R-inversive, C-inversive, L.N-inversive, R.N-invβrsive
or N-inversive respectively, if it satisfies the corresponding identity
(R), (C), (L.N), (R.N) or (N) given in §1. Moreover, G is said to be
weakly R-inversive, weakly C-inversive, weakly L.N-inversive, weakly
R.N-inversive or weakly N-inversive respectively, if I satisfies the
corresponding identity (R), (C), (L.N), (R.N) or (N).
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REMARK. The structure of [weakly] C-inversive semigroups was
completely determined by Clifford [1] and the author [ll], while the
structure of weakly ίMnversive semigroups was determined by the
author [10] (see also Thierrin [8]). In particular, the following is
due to [10]: A semigroup is weakly R-inversive if and only if it
is isomorphic to the direct product of a group and a rectangular
band. Let M be an ϋMnversive semigroup. Then M = G x T, where
G is a group and T is a rectangular band. Since M satisfies rectangu-
larity (accordingly G x T satisfies rectangularity),

(g, t) = (1, t)(g, ί)(l, ί) = (1, t)

for elements (1, t), (g, t) of G x T where 1 is the identity element of
G. Hence (1, ί) = (g, t), and hence 1 = g. This means that G consists
of a single element, that is, the element 1. Consequently, M is a
rectangular band. Conversely, any rectangular band is clearly an
i2-inversive semigroup. Therefore, we have the following result: A
semigroup is R-inversive if and only if it is a rectangular band.

It is obvious that any group satisfying a permutation identity is
commutative. Further, any semigroup with an identity element is
commutative if it satisfies a permutation identity. However, a regular
semigroup satisfying a permutation identity is not necessarily commu-
tative and is in general quite different from a commutative semigroup.
This is easily seen from the fact that a rectangular band R is an
JV-inversive semigroup (hence a regular semigroup satisfying a permu-
tation identity), but any two elements of R do not commute (see [3],
p. 25). Now, there arises a question whether a regular semigroup
satisfying a permutation identity is JV-inversive. Next, we shall show
that the answer to this question is in the affirmative, that is, that
a regular semigroup satisfying a permutation identity is necessarily
iV-inversive. Accordingly, the concept of "iV-inversive semigroup"
coincides with the concept of "regular semigroup satisfying a permu-
tation identity".

THEOREM 3. For a semigroup S, the following two conditions
are equivalent:

(1) S is regular and satisfies a permutation identity.
(2) S is N-inversive.

Proof. Let S be a regular semigroup satisfying a permutation
identity. Let x, y, z and w be elements of S. By Lemma 7, S is
weakly i\Γ-inversive. Let xxf = β, yyr = /, zzr = g and ww' = h. Then,
zxyw = zefxyefw (by Lemma 9) = ze(fxye)fw = zeyxfw (by Lemma 10) =
zefyxefw = zgeffyxeefhw = zgfefyxefehw (by the normality of the
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idempotents of S) = zfeyxfew. By Lemma 9, yx(yx)' = fe and hence
yxfe — feyx = yx. Therefore, zfeyxfew = zyxw. Hence zxyw = 33/0? w.
This means that S is iV-inversive. It is obvious that the condition
(2) implies the condition (1).

COROLLARY. For regular semigroups, any permutation identity
implies normality xyzw = xzyw.

REMARK. A semigroup satisfying a permutation identity is not
necessarily a semigroup satisfying normality xyzw = xzyw. This can
be seen from the following example: Let a, b, c, d be four letters.
Consider the set @ = {{ata2 ar): r <* 4, a< Φ aά if i ^ j , ak == a,b,c
or d for all 1 ^ k <* r} U {0}. Define multiplication o in @ as follows:

/(1) 0 o a = α o 0 = 0 f or all a e @ ,

( 2 ) (αxα2 αr) o (6X62 . . . bs) = (a,a2 arbA •••&,) if

(α^s αr), (δxδa δβ) G @\0 and

α2, α2, •••, αr, 6X, 62, •••,&,

are all different,

= 0, otherwise.

Then, @(o) is a semigroup which satisfies any permutation identity
xλx2 xn = xPlXp2 xPn with n > 4; since ^ 0 ^ 0 . . . o α n = 0 for
any elements au a2, , an e @ if n > 4. However @(o) does not
satisfy normality, since

(a) o (6) o (c) o (d) = (abed) Φ (acbd) = (a) o (c) o (6) o (d) .

For inversive semigroups, we have the following:

THEOREM 4. An inversive semigroup G is expressible as a semi-
lattice of weakly R-inversive semigroups. That is, there exist a
semilattice Γ and a collection {Gy: 7 e Γ) of weakly R-inversive sub-
semigroups Gy such that

(1) G= U {Gy:jeΓ},

( 2 ) Ga Π Gβ = Π for a Φ β, and

( 3 ) GaGβ c Gaβ for all a, βeΓ.

Further Γ is determined uniquely up to isomorphism, and accordingly
so are the Gy's.

Proof. From Clifford [1], an inversive semigroup G is a semilattice
Γ of completely simple semigroups; that is,
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/ ( I ) G=Λ){Gy:yeΓ\,

( I ) ( 2 ) Gaf]Gβ= D for aΦβ,

((3) G α G β c G α β , α , β G Γ ,

where each GΊ is a completely simple semigroup. Let Ey be the totality
of idempotents of Gv. Then, Ey is a subband of Gy. Since a completely
simple semigroup in which the set of idempotents is a band is isomorphic
to the direct product of a group and a rectangular band and since a
semigroup is isomorphic to the direct product of a group and a
rectangular band if and only if it is weakly iϋ-inversive, each Gy is
a weakly jR-inversive subsemigroup of G (see [3] and [10[). Next
suppose that there exists another decomposition of G into a semilattice
of weakly iϋ-inversive semigroups, say

ί(l) G= U {Gϊ .ξeΓ*},

( I I ) ( 2 ) G|ΓΊG? = D for ζφτ ,

((3) G | G ? c z G | v , ζ , r e Γ * ,

where each G* is a weakly jR-inversive subsemigroup and Γ* is a
semilattice.

Let £7e* be the totality of idempotents of Gf. Then, Eξ* is a
rectangular band contained in Gf. Let I be the band of idempotents
of G. Then,

1= U {Ey:yeΓ} ,

j EaΓiEβ = Π for ̂ ^ / 3 ,
((3) EaEβaEaβ,

and

rtl) 1= U {^*:?6Γ},

(2) Eζ*ΓίE* = D for ζ ^ τ ,

( ( 3 ) Eζ*Eτ*aEζ*τ

are semilattice decompositions of / into rectangular bands. According
to McLean [3], such a decomposition of / is unique. Hence, we can
assume that Γ = Γ* and Ey = E? for all yeΓ. Now since two
decompositions (I) and (II) are different, there exists a e Γ such that
GaΦ G*. Hence, there exists βeΓ (a Φ β) such that G* Π Gβ Φ D
or Ga n G| Φ •. If Gί Π Gβ 9 a?, then a' e G* Π Gβ. Hence a?a;' e G* Π Gβ,
and hence aja?' e Ea n ^s. Similarly, Gα Π G | ^ D implies Eaΐ\EβΦ •.
This is a contradiction. Hence, such a decomposition of G is unique.

We shall call Γ in Theorem 4 the structure semilattice of G,
and Gγ the ^-kernel of G. This is a generalization of the concepts
of the structure semilattice and a kernel of a band defined in § 2.
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Also, in this case we write G ~ 2 {Gy' Ύ e Γ) and call it the structure
decomposition of G.

According to [1], it follows that a [weakly] C-inversive semigroup
M is expressible as a semilattice A of commutative groups [groups]
Mλ (for a band of semigroups, see [2]). Therefore, in this case the
structure semilattice of M is A and the λ-kernel of M is the group
Mλ. Further, the structure decomposition of M is M ~ Σ {M :̂ λ e J }
Let Gl9 G2 be inversive semigroups having Γ as their structure semi-
lattices, and let Gx ~ Σ ίG? : ? G Γ l a n d G* ~ Σ ίG? : 7 e Γ} be the
structure decompositions of Gx and G2 respectively. Then the set
G = u {G{ x G\: 7 e Γ}, where G? x Gϊ is the direct product of G\
and G\, becomes a subdirect product of Gx and G2. Such a G is called
the spined product of Gλ and G2 with respect to Γ, and denoted by
G, - G2 (Γ).

Under these definitions, we have the following

LEMMA 11. Let S be an N-inversive semigroup having Γ as its
structure semilattice. Let B be the normal band consisting of all
idempotents of S. Then

( 1 ) B has Γ as its structure semilattice, and
( 2 ) there exists a C-inversive semigroup, having Γ as its

structure semilattice, such that S is isomorphic to C oo B (Γ).

Proof. Let S ~ X, {Sy: γe/ 1 } be the structure decomposition of
S. Let Ey be the totality of all idempotents of Sy. The structure
decomposition of B is clearly B — J^{Ey:jeΓ}. Now, we introduce
a relation R on S as follows: xRy if and only if x,y e Sγ for some
7 e Γ and xy' e EΊ. Then, it is easy to see that R is a congruence on
S. Therefore, we can consider the factor semigroup S/R of S mod
R. We denote the congruence class containing x by x, and put {xy:
xy e Sy} = Gy. Then, S/R = (j {Gy: yeΓ} and Gα n Gβ = D for a Φ β.
It is easy to see that Gy is a group having ey, ey e Ey, as its identity
element. Let xa, xβ be elements of Ga and Gβ. Clearly, xaxβ = $α$β.
Since xαa;β e Sαβ, xaxβ is an element of Gaβ. Hence, GaGβ c Gα β. Thus,
the structure decomposition of S/R is S/R — Σ ί^7: 7 e ^} Next, we
shall prove that S/R is commutative. Let xa, yβ be elements of S/R
where xa e Ga and yβ e Gβ. Let xax

f

a = e and τ/βτ/β = /. The elements
xayβ and %xa are contained in Saβ, and xayβ(yβxa)' = xaVβf<Vβe =
xayβXaVβe = xaXayβy

r

βe = e/e e Eaβ. Hence xayβRyβxa, and hence ^ α ^ β =
^βxα. Thus, S/J? is commutative. Since S/R is inversive and com-
mutative, S/R is C-inversive. Next, consider the spined product
S/R oo B(Γ): S/R oo B = U {Gγ x £77: 7 e Γ}. Define a mapping 9 of S
into S/R 00 jg (Z1) as follows: φ(x) = (x, xxf), xe S. Then, φ(xy) = (xy,
xy(yx)f) = (xy, xx'yy') (by Lemma 9) = (x, xxr)(y, yyf) = φ(x)φ(y). Let
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(x, ea), eaeEa, be any element of S/R oo B(Γ). Then, xeSa. Let
xx' = feEa. Since ea is the identity element of Ga, we have eaxea =
β"α^β"α = x a n d

eαxβα(eαα;βα)' = eaxeaea(xeaye'afea = eaxeafe'ax'eafea

= eαα;eα^'βα = eaxx'ea = βα .

Hence, <£>(eα*τeα) = (βα#eα, eαα;eα(eαίceα)') = (», eα). This means that φ is
an onto-mapping. Next, suppose that φ(x) = φ(y). Then, (x, xx') =
(y, VVr). Hence, xx' = yyr and there exists Sa such that x,yeSa and
xy' e Ea. Let ra' = yy' = e and &#' = eα. Then (τ/x')' = βα?ί/'e = βertβ =
e. Hence yx' = e. Similarly, (xy'Y = ê /ίc'e = eee = e. Hence, XT/' = e.
Therefore, a a;' = yy' implies ex = xxfx = xy'y = ê /, and hence x = y.
Thus, 99 is an isomorphism of S onto S/R 00 B(Γ).

Using Lemma 11, we obtain the following main theorem:

THEOREM 5. (Structure theorem). A semigroup S is isomorphic
to the spined product of a C-inversive semigroup and a normal band
if and only if S is N-inversive.

Proof. The "if" part was proved in Lemma 11. We shall prove
the "only if" part. Let C be a C-inversive semigroup having structure
decomposition C — ]£ {Cy: 7 6 Γ). Let ί be a normal band having
structure decomposition B — 2 {Ey: Ύ e Γ). Since the spined product
of any two inversive semigroups is also inversive, the spined product
C 00 B (Γ) is inversive. Now, CΌo B (Γ) = (j {Cy x Ey: 7 e Γ). Let
(ayj ey), (aa ,ea), (aβ, eβ), (αδ, eB) be four elements of C 00 B (Γ). Then,

(α7, ey)(aaί ea)(aβ, eβ)(a5, eB) = (ayaaaβaδ, eyeaeβe5) = (ayaβaaaδ, eyeβeaeδ)

(by the normality of B and the commutativity of C)

= (ay, ey)(aβf eβ)(aa, ea)(aδ, e8) .

Therefore, C co B(Γ) is JV-inversive.

REMARKS 1. For L.N [i?.iV]-inversive semigroup, we can establish
an analogous result to Theorem 5. We present it without proof.

THEOREM. A semigroup is isomorphic to the spined product of
a C-inversive semigroup and a left [right] normal band if and only
if S is L.N [R.N]-inversive.

2. It is also true that a semigroup S is isomorphic to the spined
product of a weakly C-inversive semigroup and a [left, right] normal
band if and only if S is weakly N [L.N, R.N]-inversive. We also
omit its proof.
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4* Classification of permutation idetities* Let Ω be the collec-
tion of all semigroups having type T.1 Let Px — P2 and QL = Q2 be
permutation identities. If every semigroup of Ω satisfying P1 — P2

satisfies Q1 = Q2 and conversely every semigroup of Ω satisfying Q1 = Q2

satisfies P1 = P2, then P1 = P2 and Q± = Q2 are said to be equivalent
with respect to Ω. It was shown by Kimura and the author [17]
(the proof is given by [12]) that the permutation identities are classified
into four distinct equivalence classes with respect to the collection of
bands. That is; let xγx2 xn = xpxP2 xPn be a permutation identity.
Then, the following proposition is true with respect to the collection
of bands:

(4.1)

(xxx2 xn = xpxH xPn is equivalent to

( I ) commutativity if p1 Φ 1 and pn Φ n

(II) left normality if pλ — 1 and pn Φ n

(III) right normality if p± Φ 1 and pn = n

(IV) normality if P± = 1 and pn = n .

In this section, we shall show that (4.1) is also true with respect to
the collection of regular semigroups.

THEOREM 6. Let xxx2 xn = xPlxP2 xPn be a permutation iden-
tity. Then the proposition (4.1) is true with respect to the collection
of regular semigroups.

Proof. Suppose that a regular semigroup S satisfies a permutation
identity x±x2 xn = xpxP2 xPn. Since S is iV-inversive, the set B
of idempotents of S is a band.

( I ) If pΣ Φ 1 and pn Φ n, then by the above-mentioned result
of [17] the band B is commutative and hence S is weakly C-inversive.
Let xx* — e and yy' — /. Then, xy = exyf — eyxf (by the normality
of S) — efyxef = feyxfe = yx (by Lemma 9). Hence, S satisfies com-
mutativity.

(II) If p1 — 1 and pn Φ n, then the band B is left normal and
hence S is weakly L.AΓ-inversive. Let xx' = e, yyf = f and zz' = g.
Then, xyz = xfyzg = xfzyg (by the normality of S) = xfgzyffg =

(by the normality of S and the left normality of B) =
~ %zy (by Lemma 9). Hence, S satisfies left normality.

(III) Similarly, in the case pλ Φ 1 and pn — n it is easily proved
that S satisfies right normality.

(Iv) In the case p1 = 1 and pn = n, it is obvious that S satisfies

1 T is a type of semigroup such that if one of two isomorphic semigroups has
type T, then so also has the other.
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normality.
Conversely, it is also obvious that a regular semigroup satisfying

commutativity [left normality; right normality; or normality] satisfies
any permutation identity x±x2 xn = xpxP2 xPn with p1φ\ and
Vn Φ n [pL = 1 and pn Φ n; p1 Φ 1 and pn = n; or px = 1 and pn = n
respectively].

REMARK. Since commutativity, left normality, right normality
and normality are nonequivalent to each other with respect to the
collection of bands, they are also nonequivalent with respect to the
collection of regular semigroups.

5* Characterizations of N[L.N, R.N, C]-inversive semigroups*
From Theorems 3 and 5, we obtain the following

COROLLARY 1. For a semigroup S, the following conditions are
equivalent:

(1) S is regular and satisfies a permutation identity.
( 2 ) S is N-inversive.
(3) S is isomorphic to the spined product of a C-inversive

semigroup and a normal band.
Further, in this case S is a band of groups and accordingly S is
both left and right regular (in the sense of [3], p. 121).

Also, we have

COROLLARY 2. For a semigroup S, the following conditions are
equivalent:

(1) S is regular and satisfies left [right] normality xyz — xzy
[xyz = yxz].

( 2 ) S is L.N [R.N]-inversive.
(3) S is isomorphic to the spined product of a C-inversive

semigroup and a left [right] normal band.

Proof. It is obvious that the conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent
to each other. The equivalence of the conditions (2) and (3) follows
from Remark 1 of Theorem 5.

As was stated in the § 3, it is easy to see that a semigroup with
an identity element is commutative if it satisfies a permutation identity.
Therefore, especially a group satisfying a permutation identity is com-
mutative. Further, the following shows that an inverse semigroup
satisfying a permutation identity is necessarily commutative.
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COROLLARY 3. For a semigroup S, the following conditions are
equivalent:

(1) S is regular and commutative.
(2) S is an inverse semigroup satisfying a permutation iden-

tity.
( 3 ) S is C-inversive.
(4) S is a commutative compound semigroup of a collection of

commutative groups having a semilattice as its index set.2

Proof. It is easy to see that the condition (1) implies the condition
(2). Let S be an inverse semigroup satisfying a permutation identity.
Since S is regular, it is JV-inversive. Also, since S is an inverse
semigroup any two idempotents of S commute. Take any elements
x, y of S, and let xxf — e and yyf = /. Then xy — exyf = eyxf (by
the normality of S) — efyxef — feyxfe (by the commutativity of
idempotents of S) = yx (since {yx){yx)f = fe). Hence, S is commutative.
Since a C-inversive semigroup is commutative and is a semilattice of
commutative groups, it is obvious that the condition (3) implies the
condition (4). Finally, it is also obvious that the condition (4) implies
the condition (1).
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